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Drs. Gus Horsey and Lindsey Eidson with their caring staff

NOW!

Top-quality orthodontic
care at a practice that
treats you like family.

F

amiliar faces are everywhere at
Horsey Orthodontics, which
is just how Dr. Gus Horsey,
who hails from the Richmond
area, prefers it. Alongside his colleague,
Dr. Lindsey Eidson, Dr. Horsey strives
to merge the latest technology with
outstanding patient care.
“From the moment they come through
our door, patients are able to bond with
people they meet,” he says. “We ensure
that—from front to back—we’re creating
a friendly, inclusive experience.”
New patients are personally welcomed
via phone by Dr. Horsey the day before
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their appointment to ensure any concerns
or questions are addressed, and the
Treatment Coordinator leads patients on
office tours and discusses needs the day of
the appointment.
“We review their full case to see what
needs to be done and what our options
are, and we complete diagnostic records
on the same day to save patients another
trip,” says Dr. Horsey, adding that initial
appointments are free of charge.
“We ask patients about their family,
school, or work; send thank-you cards;
and work with patients on affordable
payment options. We want to be
something patients can count on, not
something they dread.”

Innovative Treatment

Dedicated to serving all ages, Horsey
Orthodontics offers several discreet
orthodontic solutions, including
Incognito™ Braces, Invisalign®, and Clarity
ADVANCED Ceramic Brackets, alongside
traditional metal and colored braces.
“There’s a stigma associated with
braces, but today’s options mean that we
can move teeth into a healthier, more
aesthetic position—and no one has
to know but you. The technology has
become much more patient centered,”
says Dr. Horsey.

horseyorthodontics.com

Initially, the only aesthetic orthodontic
option was for very limited treatment,
but Dr. Horsey is quick to point out
that a broader base of patients is now
eligible. Even older adults who’ve suffered
unsightly teeth for years can now seek
nearly undetectable treatment.
“As long as older patients have
healthy bone levels, their teeth can
be moved just like a teenager’s,” says
Dr. Horsey. “Even for complicated
situations, we can create an effective
treatment plan using customized systems
and multidisciplinary care.”

Community Mindset

Dr. Horsey understands firsthand the
change braces can make in a person’s
life: “I had speech issues, an overbite,
and low confidence as a child.
Orthodontic treatment made a huge
change in my life, and it’s rewarding to
be able to do the same for others.”
And the staff is always looking for
ways to give back to the community,
whether by participating in fundraisers,
sponsoring local events, or through
donations.
“We aren’t just here for our patients
dentally; we’re here to make a better
community overall,” says Dr. Horsey.
“We’re spreading smiles beyond the office.”

